ADA Website Compliance Assessment
ADA Compliance Regulations
Our ADA Website Compliance Assessment evaluates your site against
section 508 and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) levels A and
AA utilizing the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template. This assessment is
a combination of automated tools and some manual testing to identify areas
that lack accessibility features. We then provide a report and make
recommendations so you can take practical steps in making your website
ADA complaint.
Next steps could include things like adding alt text to images on your
website, adding closed captioning to all videos, and ensuring all text can be
read by a screen reader. Fonts must be in sharp contrast from background
colors and be able to be resized without loss of functionality. Most things
that will make your website ADA compliant are easy to implement, and can
be vital to your organization avoiding lawsuits.

Our Approach
Our ADA Website Compliance Assessment evaluates your site against
section 508 and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) levels A and
AA utilizing the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template. This assessment is
a combination of automated tools and some manual testing to identify areas
that lack accessibility features. We then provide a report and make
recommendations so you can take practical steps in making your website
ADA complaint.
Next steps could include things like adding alt text to images on your
website, adding closed captioning to all videos, and ensuring all text can be
read by a screen reader. Fonts must be in sharp contrast from background
colors and be able to be resized without loss of functionality. Most things
that will make your website ADA compliant are easy to implement, and can
be vital to your organization avoiding lawsuits.

What You Need for ADA Website Compliance:
Alt text on all images, must be readable by a screen reader
Closed captioning on all videos, including non-audible information
conveyed on the video
Text transcripts beneath all video-only files
Keyboard accessibility
Fonts must contract with background and be scalable
No time limits on website access
And more!

Practical, worry-free cybersecurity.

Frequently Asked Questions
Can you perform this assessment on websites with user login
capabilities?
Yes. We can perform this service for both websites that just
display information or web apps where users interact with the
website.
How do you price this assessment?
This assessment is priced per web page.
How do I get my results?
We use the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) to
deliver the results of the report.
Is this just an automated test against our website?
No. We use both automated and manual testing methods.

